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Red raised textured foam interlocking against itself and surrounding a centred square of 
blue raised textured foam. Foam edges touching grey upstand touching white painted walls 
stretching to concrete flat above, onto which strips of light bolt, bisected by white plastic 
trunking. One small black metal stand and two large dirtied black rubber rounds denting, and 
sitting inside of, red textured foam. Held between and above, thick black lacquered and gilt 
curved surfaces supporting various mounted racks, stands and holders, a single unit of external 
seating, high and to the back, a double unit of internal seating, low and to the front. The double 
internal unit featuring padded and tasseled leather upholstery, the single external unit featuring 
a single black padded surface. Long black lacquered shafts extending outward. Multiple white 
angled walls, two perpendicular to each other. One featuring a narrow cut-out slit containing 
double-glazed glass and concealed by heavy pastel-pink folds of fabric, tiny printed rounds of 
green, magenta and white in alternate styles, repeating. To the left, hung low and central, an 
illuminated, opaque, white plastic, hollow casing wrapped round at the edge by thin cheap 
metal and bolted in place. White plastic trunking concealing thin wires running upwards 
to ceiling sockets. Opposite, level with the raised pebble-dashed entrance area, and partially 
blocked by an exposed concrete stairway, a thick-set square cut-out, double-glazed glass to 
the rear, again, concealed by heavy pastel-pink fabric folds. Light splaying around the edges.

Carriages 2021
Carriage. Any size. The carriage must include shafts.

Mixed Sports 2021
Interlocking puzzle flooring tiles with proportional central square in complementary colours. No more 
than two colours of foam flooring tiles to be used. The tiles must fill the exhibition floor area.

Blackouts 2021
Children’s blackout curtains, or blinds, over any window. The curtains should all be of the same fabric. 
Either all blinds or all curtains.  
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